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ABSTRACT 

Mechatronics is the combination of Mechanical engineering, Electronic 

engineering, Computer engineering, Control engineering, and Systems Design 

engineering in order to design, and manufacture useful products. Mechatronics is 

a multidisciplinary engineering system design, that is to say it rejects splitting 

engineering into separate disciplines. Originally, mechatronics just included the 

combination between mechanics and electronics, hence the word is only the 

merge between mechanics and electronics. However, as technical systems have 

become more and more complex the word has been "updated" during recent 

years to include more technical areas. French standard NF E 01-010 gave the 

following definition: “approach aiming at the synergistic integration of 

mechanics, electronics, control theory, and computer science within product 

design and manufacturing, in order to improve and/or optimize its functionality”. 

A Mechatronics engineer unites the principles of mechanics, electronics, and 

computing to generate a simpler, more economical and reliable system. 

Mechatronics is cantered on mechanics, electronics, computing, control 

engineering, molecular engineering (from nanochemistry and biology), and 

optical engineering, which, combined, make possible the generation of simpler, 
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more economical, reliable and versatile systems. The portmanteau 

"mechatronics" was coined by Tetsuro Mori, the senior engineer of the Japanese 

company Yaskawa in 1969. An industrial robot is a prime example of a 

mechatronics system; it includes aspects of electronics, mechanics, and 

computing to do its day-to-day jobs. 

� What is it? IS it a need or development? 

It’s a need of today’s world. There are few advantages of mechanical   

which will gives us the service but the extent of fulfilment will not be 

there. The precision will not be there. Hence mechanical is having some 

limit. The same is with others e.g. Electronics and computer 

field.........{ reference (a)(d) } 

 

1. INTRODUCTION:  

1.1 Constituents of Mechatronics 

 Engineering cybernetics deals with the question of control engineering of 

mechatronic systems. It is used to control or regulate such a system (see control 

theory). Through collaboration, the mechatronic modules perform the production 

goals and inherit flexible and agile manufacturing properties in the production 

scheme. Modern production equipment consists of mechatronic modules that are 
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integrated according to a control architecture. The most known architectures 

involve hierarchy, polyarchy, heterarchy, and hybrid. The methods for achieving 

a technical effect are described by control algorithms, which might or might not 

utilize formal methods in their design. Hybrid systems important to 

mechatronics include production systems, synergy drives, planetary exploration 

rovers, automotive subsystems such as anti-lock braking systems and spin-assist, 

and every-day equipment such as autofocus cameras, video, hard disks, and CD 

players. 

1.1.1  Mechatronics studies synergistic fusion of precise 

• Mechatronical units, 

• Electronic, 

• Electro technical and computer components 

1.1.2  For the purpose of designing and manufacturing qualitatively new 

• Modules, 

• Systems, 

• Machines and complexes of machines with intellectual control of their 

functional movements 

1.1.3 This concept of mechatronics is giving or representing the 

machines of next generation 

• Use of electronics in this field of mechanical is to provide high level of 

precision and reliability. 

• Use of mechanical in this field of electronics is to provide new 

functions and capabilities.........{.reference (a)} 
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           ACTUATORS                                         SENSORS                                                    INPUT SIGNAL
         - solenoids, voice coils              - switches             - strain gauge                                 CONDITIONING
         - dc motors                                - potentiometer     - thermocouple                            AND INTERFACING
         - stepper motors                        - photo electrics    - accelerometer                    - discrete circuits     - filters
         - servo motors                           - digital encoder    - MEM's                                - amplifiers              - A/D ,D/D
         - hydraulics,pneumatics                                                                                              

                                      MECHANICAL SYSTEM
                           -system model         -dynamic response

                                                                             OUTPUT SIGNAL                                              DIGITAL  CONTROL
                                                                            CONDITIONING                                                   ARCHITECTURES
                                                                            AND  INTERFACING
                                                                                                                                                     - logic circuits       - sequncing and timing
                                                                         - D/A , D/D            - power transistors                 - microcontroller   - logic and arithmetic
                                                                         -  amplifiers           - power op-amps                    - S B C                 - control algorithms
                                                                         -  PWM                                                                 - P L C                 - communication

          GRAPHICAL
           DISPLAYS
- LED's                   - LCD
- digital displays     - CRT

                                  

Figure 1 : General design of a Mechatronics 

system.........{.reference(a)(g)(h)} 

 Now we will see some examples of mechtronics in our day to day use 

ELECTRONIC STABILITY PROGRAMME (ESP) 

 This is safety system which uses mechatronics for avoiding accidents, how 

it is done is explained but before that we should know the reasons for accidents 

which can be avoided. 

 The main reason is skidding, and it happens due to following actions: 

 

Figure 2 : Oversteer and Understeer.........{.reference (a)(b)} 
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2.1 Understeer - Oversteer 

• Vehicle does not turn as sharply as desired. The vehicle seems to 

“plow” straight ahead, called understeer. 

• Vehicle turns in more sharply than desired. The rear of the vehicle 

swings outward, called oversteer. 

2.2 Components of ESP 

 

Figure 3 : Components of ESP.........{.reference (a)} 

ESP Electronic Components                              ESP Mech. Components 

• A1e17 ABS malfunction indicator lamp          *  Brakes 

• A1e41 ESP and ABS warning lamp                  * Linkages 

• A1p13 Multifunction display                            * Attachments 

• A7/3n1 SBC control module 

• B24/15 Lateral acceleration and yaw rate 

• sensor 

• N47-5 ESP, BAS and SPS control module 
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• N49 Steering angle sensor 

• N72/1s1 ESP OFF switch 

• X11/4 Diagnostic data link connector.........{.reference (a)(i)} 

OPERATION 

 ESC compares the driver's intended direction in steering and braking inputs, 

to the vehicle's response, via lateral acceleration, rotation (yaw) and individual 

wheel speeds. ESC then brakes individual front or rear wheels and/or reduces 

excess engine power as needed to help correct understeer (plowing) or oversteer 

(fishtailing). ESP also integrates all-speed traction control, which senses drive-

wheel slip under acceleration and individually brakes the slipping wheel or 

wheels, and/or reduces excess engine power, until control is regained. ESP 

cannot override a car's physical limits. If a driver pushes the possibilities of the 

car's chassis and ESP too far, ESP cannot prevent a crash. It is a tool to help the 

driver maintain control. 

ESC combines anti-lock brakes, traction control and yaw control (yaw is spin 

around a vertical axis). 

 To grasp how it works, think of steering a canoe. If you want the canoe to 

turn or rotate to the right, you plant the paddle in the water on the right to 

provide a braking moment on the right side. The canoe pivots or rotates to the 

right. ESC fundamentally does the same to assist the driver. 

 Though the practical use of ESP is less in India we have gathered following 

information from the director of Mercedes Benz Mr. Muller 

1. ESP is a drivers tool and not an independent system 

2. ESP may be inconvenient for the race cars 

3. ESP costs about 90,000/- and further extra depending on the 

generation.........{.reference (i)} 
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RESULTS 

3.1 Effectiveness 

 Numerous international studies have confirmed the effectiveness of ESP in 

helping the driver maintain control of the car, help save lives and reduce the 

severity of crashes. In the fall of 2004 in the U.S., the National Highway and 

Traffic Safety Administration confirmed the international studies, releasing 

results of a field study in the U.S. of ESP effectiveness. NHTSA concluded that 

ESP reduces crashes by 35%. The prestigious Insurance Institute for Highway 

Safety (IIHS) later issued their own study that concluded the widespread 

application of ESP could save 7,000 lives a year. In June 2006, the IIHS updated 

the results of their 2004 study by stating that up to 10,000 fatal crashes could be 

avoided annually if all vehicles were equipped with ESP. That makes ESP the 

greatest safety equipment development since seat belts, according to some 

experts. However, some people contend (backed up by the theory of risk 

compensation) that the perception of safety conferred by the ESP will encourage 

more dangerous driving, as seems to be the case with seat belts..........{ reference 

(c) } 

3.2 Criticism 

 Some driving enthusiasts, most publicly motoring journalists from 

enthusiast magazines, object to some of the implementations of ESP. They 

contend that by making it impossible to explore the dynamic behaviour of their 

cars, overzealous ESP systems spoil much of the fun of driving. 

 Consequently, some manufacturers allow drivers to disable ESP systems, 

and/or use ESP systems that allow greater levels of under or oversteer before it 

intervenes. Some even provide a setting so the user can choose whether the 

system will intervene earlier or later stage. Enthusiasts have also begun to 

modify ESP systems to suit their preferred driving styles) . 
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 It has also been argued that ESP is being used as a "catch all" for poorly 

designed cars, whereby the basic mechanical handling of a car is unstable and 

ESP is used to fix the problem. .........{.reference (a)(f)} 

 Another day to day example is: 

4. HARD DISK DRIVE 

 A hard disk drive (HDD) is a non-volatile, random access device for digital 

data. It features rotating rigid platters on a motor-driven spindle within a 

protective enclosure. Data is magnetically read from and written to the platter by 

read/write heads that float on a film of air above the platters. 

 Introduced by IBM in 1956, hard disk drives have fallen in cost and 

physical size over the years while dramatically increasing in capacity. Hard disk 

drives have been the dominant device for secondary storage of data in general 

purpose computers since the early 1960s. They have maintained this position 

because advances in their areal recording density have kept pace with the 

requirements for secondary storage. Today's HDDs operate on high-speed serial 

interfaces; i.e., serial ATA (SATA) or serial attached SCSI (SAS). 

 

 

Figure 4 : General construction of hard disk.........{.reference (e)} 
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 It is a perfect example of mechtronic system ,that too from early years. 

While disk, connector, circuits are electronic components ,the spindles, arms 

perform the mechanical work .In combination, all these components form a 

useful device that is widely being utilised even in small houses to large 

industries. 

OTHER APPLICATIONS 

• Clothes washers 

• Non conventional vehicles 

• Aviation and space equipments 

• Office material and industrial machinery 

• Robotics 

CONCLUSION 

• Develop is not limited to any single sector, but overall advancement 

can be done in every field using mechtronic systems. 

• mechatronics is seen as a prime career path for mechanical engineers of 

the future; 

• mechanical engineers with a mechatronics background will have a 

better chance of becoming managers; 

• classically trained mechanical engineers will run the risk of being left 

out of the interesting work. 

• If used mindfully mechatronics can prove a boon for development of 

technology. 
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